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Your PSN MUST be visible to everyone on social club. You can check this on social club by 

going to settings > linked accounts > PSN > visibility. 

You MUST be able to at least understand English as it is the crew’s main language, and you 

will struggle to communicate if not.  

We want clean builds: simple and realistic designed cars – tasteful/cultured modification, for 

example using neons / custom tyres / tint sparingly, and only when they fit the style of car. It 

is completely in the crew’s judgement to enforce the style of car, but we are not excessively 

harsh about it. You can find examples of suitable customisation in the #winners_gallery 

channel. You must at least know how to stance your car to join the crew. 

RESPECT ALL CREW MEMBERS 
--------------------MEET RULES-------------------- 

When in a meet, look out for crew messages and pay attention to instructions from the host 

on discord. If you see a troublemaker, use the #reports channel on discord. If you do not like 

the theme of the meet, then please don’t join and bring it down for others. 

1) No killing: Revenge killing is not an exception… understand that accidents can happen 

sometimes, and you should apologise if you mistakenly kill someone.  

2) No crashing into people: Maintain a good distance to others in the cruise since lag can 

be a factor. If you crash out of the line, wait and rejoin at the back. 

3) No overtaking: It is not a race. Sometimes, the host will allow safe overtaking during 

highway driving. Make sure you show respect to other drivers in this scenario. 

4) No wanted level: DO NOT BRING COPS TO THE MEET. Stance your car away from spot. 

If you become wanted, kill yourself in the interaction menu, bribe authorities if you 

are a CEO, or call Lester as quickly as possible and move away from the meet. 

5) Park carefully: We might visit a small parking location – park 1 at a time and try not to 

block cars in. Sometimes we will do ‘free parking’ where you should park randomly in 

a certain area. Try to keep the same spacing between cars and fill any empty areas. 

Above all else just be chill and enjoy the meet. 

Commissioners reserve the right to take the appropriate necessary actions if someone is being 

generally disruptive. Suspected attempts (even accidental) to sabotage a meet will result in 

an instant ban, unless it is proven that it was not malicious or careless. Continued failure to 

follow the rules will result in a warning, followed by a kick to remove you from the meet, 

followed by a suspension. If you return after this and still can’t follow the rules, you will be 

banned from the crew. 

We have a meet calendar which can be summoned using the !calendar command. It is also 

useful to download the ‘Teamup’ app for the calendar, where you can choose your 

timezone. Most meets are held at 8pm London time. 

Anyone can host a meet, just provide a commissioner with the theme details at least 24hrs 

before and they will reserve a 2-hour slot on the calendar for you. 


